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many cases 'there - will i_alsb be_ a tonflict±in- 1.-ra lue-s._
Is it more important to-_ be --able- tO_moVe peOple_ very
quickly _froth place to =p lace or to slightly reduce
future- air and water-pollution? Is it more-- imp.orr-
tent _to control-population- ot __to eliminate- a -small_
amount of -individual risk?:- freedom- to- read- or--
view pornography'- for the majority=_more: or __less: impor-
tant -than- the= effect -:Of =Auch'sr dad ing and-Viewing-zon_
SAinority2,8Javv-and=orderitore=AMpdrtantsthawf
libertyandndisgent?=:1-Is__IU11c7-utilizationdf=Our

otrdeS-:mOreJmpOrtant_thaoproted ting=the_
-ironmetiazz-iWhile,i,some,7May-=_argde-that-_-thereJA-__an-7:s

f:=hierardhy-Tof=valUes-:=_whiChihoilldAetermirie=i-
-=these-iipolicy:_i-_dicisionS;At-teems=i4tiiteidlear_ithatt:_
such-4-az-lierarchy-l=cifilftrUth

z-or ionS----
eit=-0sri-th-e __sre-a-tes t-_

s--

Likewise = We_muS t-fe mp loy_ -p rOball s-_=truth in our
system_ of-jUstice-:until_ the time-,Arrivevwhen-alls=-- =

criminals eonfest-their±-guilt,---Some-i-magic-ftes
been= found_ =which lusive ly=eStablishes:_it-dr we =

-__ have ±developed,:a_-_perfect_Socitty:_-in-' ith-lcrime :=d=oes

Much:sprac tioat_:discourse,--then, einature =of
= based-its =content- =must_ be

" probably dist ourse--that--isz=_the-
:inherent--_,proVinoe

_ Ehnitig-er wrote-,-,_"AbstrAttly-O-ontidered;::i_a_ system
geared to the Platonic -ideal of communicating truth
in order-to-makermen-letter_ii_ -td--b-e-rankeVabOtte_''

-_- one devoted -_toi=the_-ornamentinglof_:Aanguage- or- =the = __
tricks-of peisuasion,,=and" without-doubt every-lgood-
rhetoric has =as- its olt-imate4UrposeTthe := communica-
tion of ' truth .-_'_ _-But,i -At =the_isame --time, a rhetorie
which conceives___OttrutliSAa_transtendent- entity-
and __re-Oired- A -perfect:knowledge -,of_ the--=soti-1=as
-Conditioni-for-its suCcessful itrans-mittal,= -autbmati-
cally_rulesiltself-_ but as --an-___intitrument
the practical work -tf-the and--rfor-this__rea!_!-
son is less- preferable than a system- geare& to the _



communication _Of contingent truths as established-
by proable=rather than apodeictic =proofs .114

Tha t rhetoric is-- indeed= concerned with- practi-
"Cal discourse: is evidentlfrom= ascursory:glance-
"some- of =the-definiticins the: -subject which- have-
beem=presented -by rhetoricians=.-_ _Aristotle ,--of
course,- defined:_rhatoric as---"the faculty__:of -obserV_=_
ing in a-- given case-_-the- available =m-ears---of persua=s±

rationale of .informative and suasory=discourse "6=

language_ _in_- such. - -a _Way as -to_= produce =8- desire= im -= _< -__

in-rodUctiOn-fta-_-_Natansoni- and-IJOhnstone
etori-=Philosophy-_

= -1_!_the-i-rhetortcal_=_procedUre-la--EtoAtterMilie=_:_what-=_---the-

haviorof-'--partidUlat-listeriera--=_z-Corioeining-z-a?s-pediftc----
sUbjett-.-_-HVen_40±.-fthosewritera'ats-oeiated-_-;_iith

6::="Afeif-1-_khetititie-Fwhcilez:eifiphasiti;_ls_-__on=1.anguageE1±7:7
an-lkaYmboi-:=syatema-thei-:erid---is-iz_o_ften-f persuasive:1-And=

tates-_=that--1_1-for= TButka:-_
the immediata-and-: -chatac_teristit=-=purpoSe- of- rhetoric=
iS=t6-:effect--pertuaaion-4-or----td_helps-the iden7

ticatly-;tha_z=latituage-:=S---
Windt -ng_ v-characteris tically- a_ ttrat,_

_Ehninger=definess as_zi-zrhetoriel-aa:f--±1any__-_orga=_:=
nited,consisteritilzcOherent-rWay::Off

_-practical- diacours-=in -_Oflits_feirms_Ot-litodes-.
---Perhapsi:=One=:-of -the:moat interesting-atatementS

about7-tha ivithat -of :Lloyd Bitter .--
He states: -:

A work _cif=rhetbric As--i=pragmatic ;_it comes__
intotexistence- for-thes,sake-_of something-
beyond =itself; -it__functicina-Ultimately_tO
produce-action _Or-: --change in _thar-wor ld
performs_ -1some ;task =short-, rhetoric- is
a mode -not-=-hy'-thei= di=
rect -application:Of- energy to- object*, "but--



by the= creation of discourse which
changes reality through the mediation
of thought and action. The rhetor alters
reality by bringing into existence a dis-
course of such a character that the audi-
ence, in thought and, action, is so engaged
that it becomes= mediator of change; _In
this sense rhetoric is always persuasive."

=_prat tic-a- i Se ourse Anust

cal == discourse; =it - seems= obvious that such -a study= = = =__ _ __

,philosophers-end:_:thetoritians?_111=--George:-Kennedy==points__--
ihetWeen---Platoszend-==the==:=_-:_

-:rhetoricians-_;_:partidUlarlyi-thoseilebelect___Eas_--sophiett
--Vat not --!!timply=:an-littoricaL-contingency,--i-,=but---te=-

_ _ _ _--flec te= a-- fUridamental==dleavage---between--two-irrecon-

sophistsz_were-__activists_-sor :teachers
_ _ _ _

-Some like=_-_Protageras--
were :_ phi= losophical:telativiets.__-_:-Pra-agorair±believed-

-_that--absolUte=truth--weeqUnknewable-and-_=-perhaps --
-existent -; _-He_rth-ought-thet-=--truth5imustr_hefiapproxinia.ted
-!'in -each----indiltidual_=timenrits'-plac-e=n-omeWhitt-rAn-:--ther--_ somewhat
manner,- --that.--:thei just' is1=± d -ermined in -a- =court = -of-

z is---true_,rhetoric---i-s justifiable
and = -in :fact:±neceseary,_:for

_persuasively_ipresented =can-the =choice= between,_them-
be-intelligently made.-= thus =the adyersary-- systerti.
Kennedy:_-points-_-_etit ithat_this--view-iwas Itt-rtimet=i-a_

greater:libera-lizing-_46ree _--than-ithat_=-01 --the =phi=loso-
phers. It is perhape-resporis ie-
of: laW_that___anyene, --hoWeVeriiclear__:thej!roof----against
him has---a- right to present his --case in -the:hest =
light possible-.'114- It has lon&-been:noted-_-that- the_
theory:Arid -practice -of _rhetorie flourished-=most in
periode -of _democracy and least _under -tyranny.-

Rhetoricians ,_ -therfiz have-_historidally--_dealt
=

with things of the_ydrld-__ and- have thought -that if riot-



only was the-truth- perhaps= nonexistent in- the Pla-'
tonic sense, but-values: might vary -and=-_reality
-could-be changed ;_ Philosophers , on the other'lland,--
beginning at :least with -Sotrates-,: taught that _ztruth
was absolute and , knowable.= Thus it was clear _that z
rhetoric -was c_either- unimportant or =_potentially dan-
geroue_zsincei-it could preSentpossible-i untruths in
an attractive _inanner them__ there- was z a

_

tions,-:betweetv-Alialectio,thezi question and= answer = __

iniethed-sofindintithe_Tone---_rightf-an*Weri;-7and _z-thetotiO;
lhe----latteri--'seeMed=;_'uncon-Cerned-With-AiniVer-sal=t-inth==---

-And:_-=orilyizinteresteii-ia"-:A=_,perstasive-:--anSWeriJorlia-
sivenzmomerit, z:Kennedy-con-ClUdefVzhisf-diedneeion---o-f=
=thesetwO zidiamettically_s-different-'-ways--of_Aooking at ,

ve=alwaysbeenttoseesOicial-
__I-_--among-4hilosophersf--_Andkeligieue_thinketA4-_-

°whe =have=
-davit -randh-aVe-s_ talked=nindh abont-i=trii-Eh_

there=ihave_-_zbeem_Almany-:i-others:ito;-
-whom=:these--=con-c-ept 1-:_seem-shadowi-
nary_ and =who- find -_ ther_only-cer tain5r- e- ality-

_ theprodesa: Of lifec,--and=the-preSent
moment ;,:;="Iiti_zig:eneta1,-_--rh-etoricians--::And,_--ora---E
--tors=i;;with'i- -Acertainilit-ingui-shedsexcePtions
-havelteld
cal, =if= unconscious.,'=basis - =of -=7 the te_

-_view-iicif-Art_ras==za7ireaponae__-ito -a---rhetoridatz _

_ ____challenge-5unconstrained_F--by=extetrial:princi=_-=
ples._--_-:The-f=difference--IS not only-that=

_ tw-een_-P-Iato and but=- between: =Demos -
aeries-And= andr-_OVidf, zi-Dante-

and Shake=
aPhere - _

- z--
Chaim- Perelman =points= -out= -that thisz-conflidt--

betweenz-rhetoric_fanct_philosophyz--erived=inot:_only:
from a differenceAri*ays__A3f-looking-et_ the world
but also "represented ith4:4*-poti tioif -between-=two-
idea-t form-s--of -- the active life and the --contem=



plative life."16 The ideal of the contemplative =life
was to search for truth about any given subject, the
order and nature of_things, and about divinity. Once
this truth was discovered, the philosopher was supposed
to be able _ to_work out =the= practical rules of action.
These rules were to =flow directly = from knowledge. That
of course assumed that this knowledge was available if
one could only discover it. The rhetorician, on the
other hand, tried to teach his= students how o be
effective in =the -active= = life =of the city.

Granting-each discipline its basic assumptions,
a good case can be made for- each. 'If one assumes that
there is somewhere an-entity called absolute truth,
then logically the proper study of= mankind =is= to findit. Trevor Melia writes:

The-lbeliefft t-iz-there
bf-human-= affairs-f-TruthAcap-ita-l_frTY,-_and-r,

:syStematici-effort47-Obtainable-,----and,,-that----onte,-
obtained_17-1t=-16,;=-=-certifiable,4-atidi-=that-lOnde_=--===±

-of -society_:-_nd;----ittstemv,to_:--me,,_:_zit-fis-the
-death,se n tent- ei --oUa=tumanistid,r-he- t oric r=
thez:extent=-thftthetTrtth,4boutInman--affairs=_

Incumbent-onzsthe-i
man

_

w- ill t-o-facc.erit nothing-Jetta.: --_

-TrUth
the-contingent=satt=sUreiyheljthc-Inerel-
--Contingent. etor --the :Arts- which'dea

exte-Ilande ,With_,contingencies, =would- _earn-,
_ the title- mere- rhetoric;17 -------

_belleves----thitt---Trutk-about
human- -:affakra_-Is -not,obtainabie,___pradtidali=zdedision-S-1-
must lbe,:based--,-oni_probability;-__dontifitenciesizands
opiniona;i and --'zthe.7study-fi-of e-_and-z--improvement
of:discourse- based:ion th =ese == contingencies = becomes
important. iF_tirther,_ if _-the assumption-IS:made --that



rtonone =_ person or group- of- people- -knows :or has-
found= this-TrUth one is le ft-r-so lying- _problems -by-
exploring alternatives- and applying -the-- sciltition
which-- -is the nmost --persuasive to -_the most people._
Thus Homes marketpla-ce theory -becomes relevant and -__-

It then can be_-:_argtied ;that _-_the: best- =

way- of assuring practical -!Itruthi_i_ is -zto-Tpresent
both -:sides- of -_a_ proposition =as° =persuasively_ as po_ssi-

as-_rJohn=-_StUartz Mill wroteinr-On-=,Liberty

us--_,for-E_TurpOlies of
otherct erras -can- a-_being,_=_withhumein-_-Efacul4:_-

t
The lieft=:Which=*enhave--linottt_=Warrant iforihaVe],nci_-_
:-safeguards-to--rest-on-f_ bur-it-i.ttanding-s-inVitatio*=

e wor
society,7:has_=-beetri-dominated:=hy

grOUP-t= or=individutlsthOught-i'--hyn-themse
audiences t-o=ihavepossestion truth.

_ -:Since-,j-zduring_ntheseE-Periddt;=the=church-f=or;7the
effective: tiller-_=of sthe---state_-mader--thein-AMP-ortant= =

-decitio n t-=zrhetori a t_ r_a= s tud y-Of pra ctical=a_ c t icaL- =detision-,
fbecanieqL__ --

studyfof-rstyle--:andE-nortamentationri -ETThisz=happened___-_-":
-much v-dfir-the--t-ime-rfromi,the =decline-- oU__=ther-TERoman: Re-- _

=until -thee" Rena is sance.--_=-:Then--_t=tdif fererit-ti
style ,of-ciPhilosophida-I--AriveStigation:;Vasijntrodutect

-Which ---wasto--Irprofouridly-effedti,-Jiot-n-zonl=philOsophy,_
n=but_t=sdiencei_rat;Welt.---_DeSttrtet=trgiied-Jn The

Di scourse--- -on --the 714e thod-7that--_- eVerythitig_ -whichiwat
only-

_-reasot and _consideredirvalicV on demOristrations_
which= starting= from:much=-telf eVident-E idets1=- ex-- --- =
tendect,by Means of erf=evidence -IOU the = --
Premisesi-toithe7,,derived one Perelman
Olbrecht-rT_yteca_:-e)tp_ltinIthatithit-_ geometric -typ- e
reasortin&-;"-wat- the-irmodet-±prOpo-sed's-__to
des irotis onstrudt-intia--; systetz- of ithbUght Which = =

-mightattain to the-dignity _of it -science.



was thought_ that: al- xatiorial _ecience_i Could -not be _

-ba sedi_nn_ probab Instead, it had to _ ===

_ formulate- -a_ system -of -"nedessary_ -propositiont"-z-
which- -every _rational' humenz.:_being would -Jac Cep
Agreement' would: be-: inevitable: -Disagreement would
thus ---indicate_ierror =- Descartes said, "Whenever two=
men come- to oppOsite:=_decis aboue-the---sames-
one,-Or4thera_etAtaa the=yrong

cleas
=

__-__ _
i

_

understand=es-nally
-Deacertest_Adeas avexesulted-- sto

_-deVote&Fto';methodez=ofprOoUwhich--zare:beeically_de-

-

=didtive ,a=rddiVorce-:&from--t-he-i-pra nfe=:-U Se&rzir-=hanai:7
_SCiender.---It1will-Ibe-cargued=aubsefnent-lyrjthatt
-removalFof i=philosophy:end_-science-:fron-methods-zze

quires = -the---formulationabf--veCience-,= Of_7argumentatiOn-
Which: specifically--_-fdea of probability.---1-
in---expleining_ the _approach_`of ==approach t ian,-_

-z z_

an-&-Olbrechte-,_Tyteca-,_w_rite::

1_ The-,:lOgIcian- -is_ fitidee&sninspired---by_--t
CartertianAdea-1=-and,leelt ---ease-ronly-An

-= =studying _those_zproofs-which;Aristotle--_
-styled -:erialytic--,=-2-since_ift11-_-othern-_meth

--_ do -not_ laanifest the,: same tharat teris
neceasityr.-=_-t-This;tendency-,-_hts_jbeeristrongly-z_j__
reinforce& dUring,:thei lest_ century period _-=

-of ima theta
_ logic iant,_--lOgi-c--_hasT been -limit ed--tU==formet:_

-- -proof_I--used-,iri=__the_laatheniatital--isciences __The_- --

-result zis-- that --reasoninge_extraneous-tofthe
domain -of

--g-ether,_z an&,-

-leas tzr_in_ Print ip
set --to--man -the-Esolution- of



Which:I-is -already _possessed by the_- divine
mind , -has --become more_ arid more limited -in
its jurisdiction,----to_the :point, that whatever
eludes -leduction_- to -the--formal -prefentS it
with uns utmountab le- difficulties ;21-

As- philosophy 111-ecame--More !dote __mathematical,
sciende,-science-mort--_and moreempirion-L=
too af:=40arrei :swith,-:rhetoricianel'heyEi c

t o=_-be-izinte feet eiirorily__:--in-_-prOposttions--,whichonformed_-
to tha=l-facta-.Thisoncept-i_of=1_!'_trtith"=_did-E-rnot_i_rely
on 2-Sell=,extident. vremitee,---b_dt-±Eon:_-contrtitled,-obServa-

-re suit a_=-of
Oertainly-_Trove7va luable_=_::-_f:o_the--the tor s Othei7.
what re-iiance---:,on113robabilityjn_cthe,_dare,--
fUl-tdont rot pOSSible:in-la-EilatioratOry =was_=_ not =c omPara-

_ ble ±tClAaost-_tactl,d4=Situittiorui the=-emethodet
uted:-:by---soientistei:Weref;nOti--4lwayt-apprOpriateito-the
_rhetorician;a:,5_Philosophere:_wera_qUiCk-tollibiht::Orit,-=
that-,= ;althoUgh-At-5aPpearek,-z:thit ciente--*zito_n-e:,- realm
-ot=thought__inwhich,_strictness --::o1-_-_interence _pre=-

_ wrote=

Valentand-isubjev ctivitytwae=avoided7,:_=Such=finferences---
werethemelVe _Trends e ich =Ma inot
pr obable.c-1aphae Demos- -in

1-atmtiost-ithat-,-
zirk-_Sciende,-E--inferencele-as=-Selfdependent---
p_r oce ,--M---geniral-fba-ckground==--ies =

-_Jr relevant ;-___,scient ific:Anference lid,:
the---fraMework:i-off-de rtain=gene ral

of:-the objective-ixeality,_ of
-matter-;;,-Ot-the:--_existenctiioffieome .measure== of
orklee_ inatute4 -and fof
-_ctuant itative:- methode.===-:11rits scientific=
evidefice;-is-_-_withoutlorce 't-o- the Mystic-- WhO
rejeOtt--_sense_ perception.-7- --Science-teems-zto
be° certain= of_-its= results, because---it---ac-cePts_
without i_q-ue t ion--thesenera I-- presuppositions
upot. Which:those te-tUlts- Arel=basec4ifiLike-
ail= =special ==disciplines= eciencelute4 -Way
of -4-1-spOsing-of-vhatetret
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doubtful in its realm, by simply refusing
to envisage it as a problem at all, and
accepting it as certain from the statt.22

Other phi losophers_-argded that -while- the- methods
of --science -and:mathematics could- be applied to cer---
tain =situations ,- their existence -did- -not .

all _actual tutan_ problems -could be solved _by___these--

_thiainnar gutedt-- in The =New z-:Rh-etOtic Iin--theifzea 11 fOrn n_
-_ a -_pratt-ital-_-:logicaigumentation-_-_E_-_TheynWrite-_,-n=i!!But
if 'TeSs_ entia iiptoblems _involvingAnestions 4-n-tin-al;social, political,=.phil.oao,ct:, :a1;_or- _religious=order =
by_n_r-their -;_verynatute-f elude tle_fimethods-i-citr!the*mit the 7_
mat icall-f_andn _nattittUsciences_itettoia_-_;tot=seemlietea=_
S-Onable-ito;-=tejectall-n-the--te-chnique-s---of-:teasOning=-
characteristic Of_tdellbetation-and
wOrd,n of atgutentation.23--

losophert -is _indidat ive_E-ofLa:Change:An thei-long :dispute
between=the___t,ao =disciplines- -=There - -has_ been `a- ten== - _

dency-in -irecent-yearaforil3hil-aiOphera
ric iand to-7:Coopertte-.--:=Thie-=appears_-dtit--latgely:tb_-1
changeIn-_-_modern-philotoph Pereitar(!writ=ing in
the =-Journa r_ of _=-Phildsophy--;and- Rhetoric=
that= 5rationalist-Tempiricistn-ancrromanticism could =_

notf:conaideri:--rhetoric7impottantn-orivalid:.
-11witht- philoaophieb-- of life-4-

=reacted __had
-against-iabsoldtitm==-_--Roberti Oliver -lurthei-z_atates
that-in:--tecent: -yearan-_"attidents 'awe-nine_ havecome-

__ to -genetal__.agreetetitT-"OnfseVeraltconceptions which--
being_ philosophy-:

_

iThest_conceptionti- discussed-n- iby Oliver_c_inc hide:
such things asr_the=-_-_idea---= that -:the---mind-_ cotes = in_ to
meaningfulf-relationahipszWithi-he:environtent thrbughl_
a proceSsof =Symb-olic_-:ttansfortatiOna, the idean_that

Weisnot ice-in-nthe_environment-_and how-weittact
to it nate=both-inedetermined-to-a-_digree--by
are prepared: to notice-: that-type of -Object-,- -and- Veiy
importantly,_ the idea that _meaning_ does-:-not- cdte_ -from_
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a given symbolic pattern ,= but from the response of-
the Observer. _ All of -these -= conceptions tend_ to- make-for less conside.tatlonTof_truthas =a_ Platonic -idea
and more consideration' of various interpretations -of,reality and various_ world _views

A clear=- statement of -thisthis" attitud-4- was --that of_ _

Pere lman -and Olbrecht s4Tyteca _in- The_ New -}thetbric.
.The statement_ begino,- combat uncompromising and-
irreducible =i_philbsophica-li;oppos

ter---':severaiirparagraphs tatement-d-Ond lucks
stead-

tionable -]-_truths,±Otir lOtat _ _hat-=-nen7
and== =groups, _of_ =peen adhere to-_-_--opiniOris'--_,of_r_ all

With-:-_-a--variabler:IntentitY,-__which'WeT-tant only =_=_know
pntting-rit: to-Ahe-itest.--_e -These,_helief4=-ate-not----,always
e If=evidentandl-_-the y_-rartiy_Tdeats-wW-clear7line

-:_-The Alott_Tgenetally-addepted,--iheiliefiv_

retain- implicit and-ftinfortulatedi_forf-_along:c_itime-,=-fOr
more_:_ Of ten=thati=inOt_ii-ti:ii_

_

--dfsatitemeht:=As-to=1: tha-±4onsequencesf:_result _

them-_=:thatiEthe_i,problein of-:'; the ir=-fformulat more = =
-preditedefinition-arises

TheseEtwoi European--: philosophers.
analysis= of` forms- of reasoning-=which
situations cannot -he-1-'EbAsedf-On n--tive- truth:- -They suggest_= _that_=_the == alternative - -to_
develo ping thiSF k i nd

,

-O f= -prOdt ical
=

,land ie n ce fOr i enteddialed ither;iadherOncer_tosome:inniversallyT-4-6valid- truth =or-- -recourse _tO_suggestion?and--violencei _- =t- position -is idonsistent-_with--the- -oneitaken---thisitssay. been l

practicalidisciurse±18_'theAwovinceOff:-=the.thetorician;
arid==-__that-A,y_,Iits---natureauth--discourse- takes:place's in-

Thus . = ___a- context= of- :-_probability._-2 Thus it, -would_ seem_ desir__able to-insure- that -And-AIStetters-:-are__-trained
in _:_the-__-use_ and criticism__--ofj forms of =reasoning
pradticat for euch:__disceurse=.--: :zDovte :arki Anderson im
the- intro-ductionlito:_:Readingti it ;Argumentation _put -thecase_ -this way:



The cOntinuing_ strength _of -a- democratic
society _---depends,_ on __a_ public forum- Of com-
peting arguments by informed-, responsible
and skilled citizen advocate-S-; This: is:
especially- true z today

challenged
_when our--

world_ arid- nation- _are: challenged by a greater
-number, -, complexity;_and- scope -_offi_social,
issues_;:r-when crwes;arebombarded-_-fromallf-side6=--

__::smoke :screen _uf--mast _-perinasion;= and__
the -uf_=knOOledge_enc--informat i on

- -= accessible=
= s to

_ _:arg*entation---is
that-z_ de liberation,;__Antens

testing=theretearchrational=_-_-analys is ,-_ :ant
o _ideass-ithroughf,reasoned_-,discburse--_,-provides
-a_ Arital'means:Of=-C6ifflict-_- reboIti-tion--and-=
vision Making; =arid -_-that._-__the E--Student-iwho* _=

firmly:_gra-Sp_s_:=_Firindiple-s-:Of=argumentation
=theory- is-best toi_ bedome

s-spractitioner--:ofz:_arguliten-,

-is cleititable_ _toritrain:advotates,--and----c it_

atidienceiv-in -=applied-JogiC--lbased-1_--on-a_=reatistic
_and;_

kind of.,__teaching rehould-be_;lbaied:_:on-=.-teste.,_of rea4-:=
sbning-i=iinctjeVidence -- that =are-applicable-=_to 1:sittiations

Lo is =of
Choice _pointsr_out--that-,deductive_Evinduttive--_---endri--_-:
-scientific -ithodele--ofi-reatoning-Iaire -led----_us-z-to =apply=
inappropriate,-cr-iteria-:'f61-alidating;1- the-- inference--
making=_=procedure.
rationality Of -fanr=argnmeht--- requires --an:under standing
of -the= __rules _par ticular-itoz=theispecific-i_situat ion-. =

For _years-- teachers --of :argnmentatitin have-Struggled -_
to -apply_ the-:=formal= tests---zof-syliogistic:-_reasoning_to life:- argurients---with-_-__very--=urienthusiaStic
-responses -fram-__itlidents _-_-Perhape- the-reason- for-lthe
difficulty may best be_ explained- by-r-a philotopherii
Demos- wrote
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I have -tried to show_ that the validating
-fOrm- "-p---is_ true ,_ -_p. --implies- q, true--
is_ simply -irrelevant:_(at lea-st--for-ri_ large
portion': of =thought)i-i_because:the conditions
which it prescribes:-do- not:obtain, because-
definite -atomic- truths :and- rigidly- neces-
sary Implications --are ==_not-_ to be--hadi in--the-

_

universe -of- concrete discotirse-. the_
not-i--_betweetfith-e4sycholrigitaI,pro-E

-the_ :other
ich--__ are--fifantastic-tand--=th-ose_-whichr:ihaVe=an---

e seasoning
-_- is say, non=Euclidean.2_

lthough this =problem tingle-Ann-et/cal'
ritgutentatiOn:_-With___rulevrinicfuely-:;applicable,to-::_-
=rhetorical _sitUations_-_--where:Pxobabtiity
--der _cf,-the -_day- ta=makinU-Thetoric_-vital= _

t:Brockreide-_-and=lthriinger have
1932=-rhetoricians-_and ==students- ==o_f== publ =ic _address -w-
have= not - shown = much - interest =in exp-ioring -= the = zrature

argtfiterita-s-,-it_izia_ithatacteris_tidally=eMployedz-- _

-fperhaPscignOtinUmuChlOfthez_--early-work--=-d-one:-_-by: :=
-rhetoric- ians_,--durinu-this-_f_century,___have__:attacked-zThitf:-
probletv_With-_-_vigors._-,_=_::Stephen-i_ToultinHrpresented--

-neW_-=way--_-_of-Tantlyzing-_argument7-in=1116--;Uses--of=---Ar
-;:dealing _-= specifically

-with=n- rgtutieritati-On---in---therhatoricar::e-enteif-haven_
been--,The-iRheteric-CUArkumentation-'hy-WiIlituri-T.-__-=
Brand t-; _Ithetor and Argtmientation

-Natantotti- land---Johritt-Orie--;:-Fand:-__The-iENeW---Rhetoriclihy---n

PereitaiCaridOlbre_chte7Tyteca-.=:---_In=each-i-caser_argu7- _

tentationAt-_,basedOrt-__,-theiConeepT
Brandt-,_ for:-
argument f-=does-_riCtiiihaVe,--,_Cti--donrie:, =the- -same_-problem -
as- ithe---ip_hilosOpher-Cr _logician = _His - objective= i_s
probability i-___ no T_ truth itind ;_he _---

readerti_experierice-,-- and =rtoT_,ultimate_ reality; is__
the -test _of: probabi-lity.-92 =-then states that- the



logical criteria of validity are-mot those of the
rhetorician, _nor -do the classifications Of "logical-

- sins" have such relevance- to what actually- goes
isin argutentation. Ilf "this= -is_ indeed :true , it is_

high -time_ that_ -rhetoricians -and -ph ilo Sophers= and
-scientists_ forget the- continuation of twenty-five
hundred= --years= of debate_ regarding:probability versus

__truth -and -_concentrate fon working_ out-the- best sys tem--
of-rhetoric-based-on:t rtiled iekr=spedifically-: rto_

;:the-Li-Thetorical4rodes-s.
_ A -final:- cormilentzr-should-i-be=made;_-_=hotietter: n_ 're-

gard_-_-_toitruth_7±and4rObability._=__-Gerard,-,HatiSer-n= has
a -_Way-:- of ilCnowirig-,-"33- --and

-_-_had---said ;that _,1-tor-study-_rhetoric-As=, tor-Anvestigater-a-
---=

=--_unique IT-Inman__ -phenomenon --We;-;sugges t s_-;-tha t==_rhetOr =

-Tof-±the_i Wor it::
-= Spec ia -inSightf_in t-='-there f

z this ttudy
of ; gne_-=of-1-Anan' =his;:dhoitemakinglrbe
havior indeed an One__-_- of ---thei:meatiings-f_ of:philosdphyls,_simply±loVeyof---Via,

-_ As ;OriVer Sugges tai-1_philosophical _--thought
r-de terrain ing_,:the'-real----natute-, and_i--_formi ofisthe

_subject---under consideration If the -- object= under
-cOnsidetation--16-5-mani_and-Arvpartictilar--Ji-owle-ia-t

aiming--idt=trtithand'ilie-discovering:_thatc-=Ptrtith"2-
_ _

laerbeen-
-philosophers talk:about :the -wcrld-_ or --abont

-the=s;languageithey:tist-tcy-itilk_z abonts-:the -World- and-
th-ere As- moth ing-= elite -abOut oriaani _

thus one-
ril ties -of= =-that =world is that': decisions-An: real life-- are

based on- probable =_ trUths-.

Mrs. McGaffey (ph iD.-, Noithwes tern University)- is
Asitistant =Proffesor of Speech, University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
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THE ISSUE OF MORALITY

FOR THE RHETORICIAN AND PHILOSOPHER

Robert _P. -Holton

ontinUing-4ritereet:±-toi_Tthe=fieldi:_of--nthetorid
fromE2the--e-arliest=-_timeEter_theLp-resentdays is -the
relationship _ between-- rhetoric -,-__-philosophy-, and more-1i,--

both :rhetorical-
theory_iand--iterresulting:_-uge-:_in=uriticism--._i--lherefOre ,
this-'-eseay rexp lores-this- telationshivae;rit -deVeloped=

and--- in_ turin--,z-hbc Iasi; itelr-pot
tionti!haVe =affected- modern- thOught.:__

-Much of _,Western rCultureEl_owes--Its--_herittgelto--the
philosOphere and educators -_,of- the-_GrecoRoman-era.-This-tite=of-rhetorit than_--other

sirheto---ric arid philosophy--wereri c loselyassod iated= With: eadh-
other-,__ipartiddlar education :=Thus-,_-- it --is _

moi surprise; that:- one can --find_-_contr overt tO: -the_
goals_ and even __the_ iegititedy--of-T-rhetbriU.-- The"-Greek's
p- roclivity -for dibegreeMent
known,_--and- One -iremembers -thet'the- -term,- philosopher,-
referred to a --1!seeker _ --eh 3y == to--_under-
stend- why: the: re lationShip=:peoduced--'icontrovtrsy-.-,

_Before '-exatinint---this =controv=ersy,- -an=explenatiOn-
of_ the-iteinis,:---ethice-end --moralitV:,:-:_will-- shed="some-
light on_ the= development -of- thel_sdontroVersy.:-= -The- deri-
vation __of the term,- ethics,-_as- suggested- y--Satt--ler, _-

noted-- that it _dame" li Meither_Greeku:-Wrd,--ethoe meaning
customs,- folkways:, -or -eocial-_norms: -_-Thesez-Vefe
sidered_ esientiaLbehattiora-Listandarda to be followed : --
unless one = wished _-i-indur the disapproval f- = the
group _or

to
Sod -examiria t iorr iof a -Latin

dictionary, proVidet approximately the -saMe ,deriVation-_
for the- term,Anorality.-4

-_ -_the- -issue of morality
dealt:with --societyte_view- -of: what- acceptable be-
havior which__ definitely included rhetorical, practices.
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Indeed, Aristotle claimed- that- ethics must define
behaviors which would -contribute to the: welfare of
the group.3 _Add_ to:the above situation, _the fact_
that _Greece had -an oral -tradition expressed
epic _poetry and- literature 'arid it is_ natural that
rhetOric _140111d 'become inVolVed with -morality-_ and phi-
losophy.4_ Another--lactor:which--encouraged the relation-
ship-_was --the -need for practical achrice- on how= to pre-_
-pare-Iegat:ArguMentt: and -presenti-theWto__EC-jury-.__ This

tir the
--s-Whidh=haa==dreated-_,-debate,'-thrcitighoder_thehistory-=-Of-

thetoric-.;i--_This==doctrine theory-=of'_proba-= -=
bility-rof,=!'what-_appears to be true," _r pidly- deve loped-
-into-rzfa-:=mOral_Eatid-__phil-O-sophit
Of inz-her discussion_
of- rhetorical practices_Atinsthe-Atheniarri-d-ourts_r

r'--

instrument _-forOtring failed ious -,:argumenta---
_without__-being -detec ted,'--and--helped=make-----=-,,,-
RhetOric=the-E--art not only = =of == Persuasion=
but, Deception.- This tendency- caused - Rhetoric

to-z-ibecom&-the_-bete=i'imoire--- of_, the_i-:-philosophera =
logic=_ and ==

- inoralitq .=.6

Kennedy-noted =that_ thia,,-desire---of=the-Greeka to -sett le
_their -interOal- disputes=ilrricourts----composed---off=citizens--
also-- cemented: an interest ,the---rre-lation-shipiamorig-
the- disciptines---of_ -rhetoric- --ethics-- -politics etc_ 2-- 2:

_-:NotViths tand ing en_-eduda-
tional_MOvertient =of=ithe':-__Sophistsu-diCmuch--tb_-_create's the
controversial= =43hilOsophicii_and_morall-Views,:_toWard
ric An_-,excellent --exampIe of-- -this movement-lia---Prota-!--
goraa, In -_his -instruction -cif-_- "practicat wisdom'-' =to
Greek yOuth, rhetoric__-playedr:enjmportant-z-role.-,_- The
_use of probability-and-argurtients 'ion= =opposite =sides,- of
an issue _was -a -- major= toOLAti- preparing the =young-- for
civic -duty. The =results _of-the-:application -of this-

_mots 1- 'enc1=-_ philosophic :_posi tion-,1-of ten
referred -- to as "man-_-iii= the Measure- of all---thingk;" was-
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the setting of the rights of the individual citizen:
in =Opposition' to _the claims Of _customs- _and law. 8 --In-_
deed, this school -of__ thought l-has- _been described-as con-
cerned with the human: sciendes particularly petsua-
ision. -Fre= ithe Sophists one got_ -an _all round _philo=
sophic training -in iwhich -questions of -log-ic-,--zethicar
and =:oriticism were emphasized. Inrcontrast--,: other
-philosophic schools_ based theirlinstrtiction_primarily

vieW_ -that !'truth_' was relative, _'they -= =based,_ their moral=
-and-phtl-Ostophic_port ittorif tintiterta
-they- dlaimed-r--_:illimiiriated=--What_=_Was:=z!!-true--.1'9_-_-__Al_thOligh-

-the-11-physicalschoOL-::-:Soc-rat -salso---opposedl-the'-:-
vehement _rejection--_ofzthe--idea one;-

douldi_ident s=_Bo observed :--

This doCtrineflthe--- SOphistid _zinvOlving as
-=it = ultimately --1-=dOes,_:-a-;izcotip_tete-sCepticismz_n

t_abou_morit :principletwas=--ret-Olutely-t-rejected----
-- by _Socrates-,--who_i'laboredt--to-,-s ow- that --there_:_:

-are-TresUpposedAn_eVery -part cular action
teneratEprinc ip les or:_=ideas-_--whith Eiare --the-_--::-

--- -same_e__foreverybodyiand-,_for--4-11--- time .--:-e Tem=
= peratick,r= justice;-:::tdaddmi--are-tiriot :Insmill-what"
-=thei:individualchoostatto:_sc-onsidertheitibUt----
ii-are,_:-the-essential-ridearvthati:underlie-7-certain

lines- of conduct fortwhich7the-r_ordinary-i-peiton-
can-__-_f ind-zthe Warrant-in=h-it_=,o0ri-experience-f-- -_

-whenlithat -eicperience-- is -prOperlyTeximined-.1 0

f Thus-, severat=tcho_ols of -philosophy-Am- Greek-education-
very -early ,came intO -'_conflict over_ each=_ others '
of morality and = phi-losOphy.---- =

Sodrates'_ pUpil-,--_-Plato added further-to this=
dispUter by his direct- attack---ori-_ both_--rhetoric and

_z_

Sophistic :Akio:344y.- He-noted the-Gorgiasithat
l= training =was- -of insignificant= value because _ita-_of --iris

was comparable __to a_ knack_ such -as----cooking.= Thrs Was
the =case because -rhetoric was-- not== based -oriTthe -Search
for knowledge- or mOre the 'dirt-Covering-of



universal principles. Rhetoric ks- goal was only the
"appearance- of truth" _ and= as_ such --had _ substance .
Since-knowledge led t os-tru-th _And_ since= one shOuld have
this knowledge _before he s-poke_r-rheto-rie s--.gOal vas_suspect = In addition, it could not -even-. elaimedi
to: be- useful- in that- rhetoric =Aid- not _alloW -the power-ful -to - control the weak bec-a-ue e: thetikric --catered =to

--_

the_ publicak_lbetiefs
in 1 the nPhaedrut --- Plato - e stab lished-::gi- i idelinesi:f that= =a
VhilOsOpher=ouldt=__use

=This i=includedi:AiacoVering-;the truthA-Uwhat;
-lie- was_ goinkto say-,=_-'7claSSifyinghit=_I-aubjects-__withr=a--
__definition----as-it_61-ftheir_f=possibility-=of==fdebate ,=_=introt
_ducing_==a in-Ep_resent ing-stop_-seeking-- unity-an- d in---nature-iso_--- that _ hei_-can - 7_

ffy_-_hisi _particulars--_-undera---generatlhead--=or-==breakuniversals into particulam,rknowing -the
me& lemoticins)-4=j--arid- :being ab ie=i- to =demonstratedemonstrate --the

--_cnnectiOn---hetWeentemotiOn:randfthe---argument--ii;--
-used-r.-1!"---:ThUs_-, :Plato=
rhetoric-Vhieh -has-=--been;uSed-=_-hysothersr-aince_lasia'
teason_=:for :rejec- t study_.::- =Following:the _recom-
inendat toti-of=_- Socrates ,-_-__hia-mentor =_Plato_-_suggested__=
that- rdialecticrliWas _-ther_best--_==tethod Aor:__tei?ting- Menk_s

_ belief s . = so, - -he -= argued =that-_=
-==

=would_have =a taltab j-tidifri-&-the-_==truth;_=
Which---rhetoricJeould----notrz-zpttiVide---because---xif---its-:COn!.--cern for-probabilities

= thei-same-_,period,-_ _the noted logogr-aphet: and
educator -, _IsOcrate-s ,====develOped---_-another position. -While

= he _might -:be:--cOnsidered in the-__Sophistic_ tradition ,: he -:
_ strong=ly- _rejected_ftheir--___akepticali-philosophy,arirtits==--
-application :_to-=-_thetoric=-.- He _argued-= =that--the- yoUng-=
thou ld-z- have _a:_-_prolOnged and- extensive=-educati=on -in-
cluding= the practicer-ancl critidism

and :historical -±discOurse-as: instruction = =
in a -"practical" philosophy- of:life.-J_a__ Clark =further
explained_this itiori-,-byf citing= belief= _-
that_ _rhetoric taught_along -with =logic4-_ ethics it its ,and _ literatUre--woUld the T atUdent to-: make a-
practical Application-= of-these_-= subj ects-in --his life.
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Based_ _on- -the- _philosophic -position that exact knowl-_
edge of -the future -was impossible-- but -_ that :-the prob-

f life = forced -:one to _plan -lot _the :future,
Isocrates _ observed- that: rhetorical- training-iwas nec-
essary;___ for it was the- Only-;discipline in 7_Which: one
could d_ learn _to -weigh probabilities -and:deal with -=the
uncertain cOntirigenCies-Of----the future_iiend=:thus -, be_
able __t o forts_ reasonal-le-__-jUdgmentsJI_!'-,

Another_:maj or: school-rol=philoSophy_Ocincerne
-with :rhetoric-VA s--the--lieripatetiC=i-_---Its--mott7-fat-OuS-_-
and influentiaL=OhiloSopherWas-Arititotte.=-_
school fallowed=--hiS---lead----by-Making-the---art--_-Ofi-sp
Suasion ,_(rhetoric)-- one of -i-their--:-_ma-jorl-cOncerns:
Aristatlesicipositionon he-fmoralsaspectf-_-=-the---d- s-_-
pute-thervtaking place-:twat__--_ that= rhetoric---per

,Ani-iart--=(method)=and-:iessuCh-,-,amortil Describink_lt_i

claimed= in =the trb-ook -nof-= the == Rhet -oric

=who= -=uses_1--
_ such-, powerf:of_--speech_--=_un-jUstly=:might Aro-= that -r=great-harm, that-:is a: charge=whiChl=may-i-be--- made _in- common =against_ all-good things = ==
except
things--that sre:most'itseful-, fes-: Strength=;_=-_

:health; --Wealth,---4enerialiship-.---
_ _Confer_l_the----greatest off:=bene-fit8:11--T_ _-:right

U-seLiofs_thede ,_,=and-E=Inf Ito t_ the-greatest
:injuriet-s_by_using them,-wrongly16=:-

_Since±:irhetdric yas should
be_ systematickillystudied=And- developeth-,- Indeed, -_
Aristotle:- sugges ted:An-: -de-sling -thestora-l_Tphilo=
-sophic --aspedt --of- --the-:problem z-that-rhetori-O-:Waii-th-e-
_counterpart-of i-dielectic--._- Nevertheless,=
cussing:one _:of l_etherkey,- elements --=in= being-- -persuasive,-
the ienthymeme, -he_ made :no__ clear_ t inc tion -amongdialectics _ and--_ rhetoric. -_ -The importance of this r_
_argument AS that---_Confution-_:about
nature- of dialect ic rhetoric ScieritifiC demon- _stration: is -still -with-Us Some:believe that
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Aristotle took a middle course since he posited a
definite use for all three reasoning techniques. In
his work, Analytics, he defined = apodeictic (syllo-
gistic) reasoning as being- acientific demons tration
(dealing_in universal principles.) Then, in his
Topics, he discussed d_ ialectics= in =relation to-proba-
bilities.17 However, Bitzer noted an important factor
one_must consider when discussing these methods= of

in relation to rhetoric; _ At_ times ; scien-
tific demonstration uses _premises=thatAire_probable
or for -the= most part true."18- Likewise,besi-des
probabilities and signs -one-_eould also-use the syllo-
gism--(scieqific demonstration) in constructing
enthymemes.'_8 Apparently, =there = is no_ clear line
dividing rhetoric,- dialectic, and scientific_ demon-
stration. As Aristotle concluded his discussion at
one point in book one,-of the_the= Rhetoric, = -

_

been=
the Sign;,-tandT- _

-_-

-complete5-iproof-,---f-zand7-What-iatethe:-Idifferetice

_-_--explitits-Tdetitfiptiroilhiat:_been-41Veni
thesepoints-_;--it_=_-_is-theren=shOwn==-why--ssome

_reasonings
gfoims -an d=zSeizie-==cannot.-28f

bilities-ndopted---_-thestance-_--thatjunder4ome5dircumt
-s tan-tettthe-tor-id , s-dentoti-

---strntiOrvi_touldtbe_fuse&--interehangeably-4- --_-Yet;:bedatuie
totical= =event sT__an& inegumenta e]itot

confution-_has_--n-Ot---as
yet bcen=_resOlved r-_ = =

The Stoics were another philosophic school that
concerned itself with rhetoric. In their minds, the
purpose of' studying and developing all disciplines
was to make man better or more moral. Thus, in dealing
with rhetoric they focused on the areas of invention
and arrangement. Excluding the motivational aspects
of emotional =and ethical, appeals, they felt that the
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aim of rhetoric should be to teach_the audience.21
As Boyd pointed out, the Epicureans held the same
general view as_Socrates that the-best of life was
based on,knowledge_or-insight._ Vale the Epicureang
put emphasis on how to live for the enjoyment -of life
and were hostile to rhetoric, theStoics were-con-
cerned with problems of personal conduct.4- They
argued that_rhetoric:wasgood and lisekul_only-es=lonfj
as= it ,:4AtrcontrolledLby-A-Tetpondibleadstal-orator.=,

This- process of_toraLbehaVior, vf;course,_-necessitated

finding-methods_tafValidaWtruth: -1thetoriat_oniy
one oftheseimethods._-_In=sumMary-tothitEpoint,--

rhetoric_was-_seen_by-some philosophtri as-:an activity
to-beOpposed-because-of -its==emphasi-s-on_argnments:-

thatwere-onlyiprobable_Whileothers felt-_ hat itzwad-
-a usefutactivity-to:be used lin -cOnaertwith-other
disciplines__ to aidthe-indiVidual-ls:orAociety!s aims.

Atthis-point, two factorshouldf:be,mentioned.
First,thefdecline OfiGreek_ and the
loss-of intellectual_resourceS:suchas_Artsttitles_-

librarforexample,:inclinedthe__Greekachools-of
philosophy to emphasize-= academic techniques-such as
-common placos and-ignore questionet-of_ethico-and-poli-24

Zhis,_in turn, evoked further scorn-by-other
philosophers._ Clarke_ emphasizeithis point by observ-
ing therhetoricians-_of-theAiellehiStit age-were men
of small calibre restricting themselves to minor-
matters rather than the broad-concerns of earlier
rhetoricians. Secondly, Stoicism became the dominant
philosophy of the Hellenistic era. Thus, their general
view of rhetoric predominated.25

Cicero became the Latin purveyor of the view of
rhetorical thought advocated by Isoctates. _He-accepted
the position that the goal of rhetorical education
should_prepare one for civic life. Although philoso-
phy was not to be thoughtjd as hOstile to- rhetoric,
it was seen as a co-ordinate study to-be.used to
improve the orator's ability. Under Cicero, the
concept of the orator-statesman was to-have its most
influential advocate.26_ Yet, the educational system
itself was to play a more important role in emphasizing
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rhetoric's value to society:

When Ro Man edudation =took -a more systematic
- form,' and literature-and rhetOric-= b-ecaine

the predominate -studies,- the encyclopedic
interest in -the_ various subjects =_Of: -instruc-
tion ceased- and_ attention--Ves- concentrated

ron oratoy:as -the -_supreme-=- Zstudy. 27
=

-This-- general-view- adaptecr_frote various -Greek--
philospOhid--sdhools =dreatedi=the-severts_Illiberal- arts --.=
which= -so fe-scitiatedi the Middle -Ages_:.- -However_, _the_
study -of logic, -g*ainmar,-__,andi -rhetoric received the Ma-
jor:attention or -:the --Sttident--inz-Roine also be
observed:- that --the trendjrir---khetorical- theoky--whith
emphasized ma-
tured in Rome.' -Again,:_i Cicero _was -art excellent =example
of thisr-'-trend-.28--:=Iniz-regard---to=-:the -iesne_--iof-morality
and the -is-sue:of how-td=validate knowledge, it meant =
in- the- -case of -the -former-*that -the -pradticalview:- Of
the issue==- taken=- would_ predotinate and in
the latter; Cidere'S- triu-mph- over- the theory -ofrprobt-
bility.

-Nevertheless-,-_ the Stoics' belief in the use of
rhetoric lit__astisting mart being_more moral -was still
influential in some quarters. This =-can best be illus-
trated by the -broad- statement of rhetorical education
set forth by -Quintilian-: .

I on the other hand hold that the art of
oratory includes a -11 that is essential for
the training of an orator, and that it is
impossible to reach the summit in any one
subject unless we have passed- through all
elementary stages. . .My aim, then, is the
education for such a one is that he should
be a good man, and consequently we demand
of him not merely the possession of excep-
tional gifts of speech, but of all the
excellences of character as well. For I
will not admit that the principles of up-
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right and bondrable living should, as some
have held, be regarded ai the peculiar con-
cern of philosophy.29-

This influence came also from Quintilian's own Roman
forefathers. The best example of -these would be Cato
the Censor whose definition of rhetoric as the science
of speaking well was used by Quintilian to support the
connection between morality and This
should be Considered- an additional requirement placed
on rhetoric rather than in basic conflict with Cicero's
position. Yet,- Quiritilian may be considered 'among the
"prophets without honor" in his Own time s

Rhetoric during this era was rapidly degenerating
into an academic exercise used either as a prelude to
a career in _Imperial administration or to display
one's virtuosity in order to =attract both students and
fame. While rhetoric was held in high _esteem-- by

society in the Second- Sophistic, it was not -concerned

with-the moral and -philosophic disputes of the claisi-
cal times.31 The--AreaS of invention and arrangement
had become primarily the province of logic.- Indeed,
one must wait until= the niodern= period before a sus-

tained attempt to return, rhetoric to its former con-
cern with the issues bearing on the topics of morality
and philosophy appeared. -E'en---then, it has been of
little interest to the-philosophers of- the time.

While not wishing to leave the impression that
the Middle Ages and Renaissance had no impact on
rhetorical thought, the rest of this essay. focuses on
the controversies in modern thought that can be traced
to classical postures in philosophy and morality.
First, one major change in the emphasis in establish-
ing the probability- of one's argument occurred. The
Greeks and later the Romans put more reliance on
establishing probability through the use of "artistic",
proof than is presently the case.32 There seem to be
several factors which account for this difference.
One is the influence of English legal theory as
applied to the theory of rhetoric.. This can be
attributed partly to Whately's 'restatement of classi-
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cal theory as it appears in his Elements of Rhetoric.
Three points suggest this difference: (1) Rhetoric
is defined as the art of finding and arranging argu-
ments, (2 -) these arguments either of the.necessary or
probable type, were to support propositions, and
(3) a distinction was made in the form and material to
be used to construct arguments. Interestingly enough,
Whately objected to Aristotle's division of yroof into
"artistic" d "inartistic". He felt that all-argu-

,.

an
ments were derived from the data one uses and= that the
division made little sense.33 In addition, .his dis-
cussion of propositions, presumption, and burden of
proof had a notable affect on American rhetorical
-theory. Clarence W:= Edney in his "English Sources of
Rhetorical Theory in Nineteenth-bentury America,"
observed that Whately is largely = responsib =le= =for- ini-

tiating the trend of theory which moved rapidly in the
direction of a rhetoric of argumentation and debate.34
Its p-cosent effect can still be seen. Ehninger and
Brockriede stars(' that Whately laid the ground work
for most of= the subsequent treatment of the subject
of argumentation.35

Important also was the weight given to the use
of evidence or "inartistic" proof, for it instituted
the trend to put more emphasis on it in rhetorical
criticism and training.30 Another reason for this- -

chanpe appeared to be the change from a major interest
in foresic rhetoric to that of deliberative or politi-
cal rhetoric.37 Perhaps also, the wish of Twentieth
Century rhetoricians to escape the odium that rhetoric
acquired of being primarily connected with style and
delivery as created by the Ramistic influence on
modern as well as later influence by the Elocutionary
movement of the Nineteenth Century.38 The results of
these influences was suggested by Howel -l:-

The renunciation by logic of her alliance
with the theory of communication has been
a serious blow to modern rhetoric. As I
mentioned a moment ago, it has led to an
obvious and fatal superficiality whenever

gig
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rhetoricians have affixed to their own
work an abbreviated version of tradi-
tional logical theory. It has also led
to a counterrenunciation of logic by
thetorie,'as in the elocutionary move-
ment of the nineteenth century.J9

=Thus, the-issues created in-classical time about-the

Juse-oUsyilogistiduniVersalYandprobable-reasoning _

reoccurred,. ILone'revieWS_thetexts-and journals-in
the area of ,-thetoric-and-argumentation= of-thiscen-

tury, htwill -find,numeroUs-monographic=positions-=

-concerning:the_basis-_of-Iogical-teasoning,=-the-defi--
nition=oUthe enthymeme-and its_ utility-in-Criticizing

arguMents-inconflitt.=AsAlowell-noted,-in_mostt-
_ cases; texts_giVe-formal-logic- an abbreviated treat-
ment.- Examples Vary,--but:Onelcan-observe-this_in the

writing-41f_Thonssennand-Baird,of Freely and Hills _

in argumentation441 and-4apvin_a basic-rhetorical
text,q -= This --appears to.:be -_tripart-the -same' disagree-

ment_that:arose:in-dlasSicar-thetoric oh-how-one
should validate-Anowledge-,- The_battle,-it seems, con-
tinues.- MaUrney, writing_ini-Speech-Monographs4
argued that the_-enthymemelwas_a_deduttive type of
argument-based on probability, while-Others,Writing

. later echoed or_modified this-posi:ion.41 _Indeed,-

a reaction-to-the formal-aid Mathematical logic of
this and the last centUry=in validating-knowledge
occurred. For example,-Stephen _Toulmin,'an-English
logician, developedA pattern for-_ examination -of the
truth: and validity of arguments which-was-not depen-
dent-on the- earlier trends-in logic.44 This change-
was matched by_the-Belgian philosopher, PeteiMan, -

who in his "introductioeto The 1Ww Rhetoric pointed
out that the logical developments-in recent times,
dependent as they were on_a-formal-and-mathematical
base, could not deal with arguments in the realm of
such contingent-disciplines as ethics, politics,
law, etc, He returned to rhetoric for his base be-
cause of its insistence, he stated, on the idea that
one's discourse should gain the adherence of the
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minds of the addressees.45 The disagreement as to
the place of -probability-in rhetoric and argumentation
remains unsettled.

Different positions as_ to -the -goals-of rhetorical
training

are
criticism,- as_ developed_ in -_classical

times, are mirrored_: in -the_ philoso-phic -and---moral,-p-osi-
tions of- present day -rhetoricians For example, the
Sophistit -influence Can: be- seen_ in_ an _article-__pub--
Iished--early_i=inn:_-_this,Century.jLWichelns-_-suggested--,that

_

the::purpose=-of-__:_rhetorical-- to:fasseits--the
_effec Of--a_ speedh--:4-0: infltenced--
heavily theii_rhetOrical-criticisni-criticism

-Although: not t ing== effect -_-&is --the-- only-
functidn-i 6f_ criticism, 'Thorissen fand-_--Bairdn_inn_their
1-andmark-_ treatmerit_idf crititistat-emphatized- thit-_as
major_ fundtiori47- n- _ _

-Current-iinfluenc-es- -of- the -- Itocratic,Ciceronian=
--School Of-- thought,- that =of, Aits
tilian are readily available. :=For -exatnp le-,:i_McBurney-
and-iirage ,--after discussing =thethe variout-riclabsicall posi-
tions adopted the -Aristotelian-view that -a: _ "good--- -

speech'-'-=_depded: on- the-inmethods --They-Ta-greeji
also that 'social _responsibilit should -be encouraged.-'4°
Some=- adopted_ Quintiliaes -position -that the speaker
should be -a -"good man"; :Monroe :did so- by:pointing-out
its importance- to_-_the_ "ethical" mode -of- persuasion -.49
Occasionally, one can funcover In article- arguittg- for
this famous -rhetorical --position-.5Q The more prevalent
view seemed to be adapted from the _Isocratic-Ciceronian
tradition of_ the- orator-- statesman- -The -goal to-_-:be
achieved _was the strengthening: of democracy by -the
teaching- of sound -rhetorical- theory.- A _leading expo-
nent- of -this--view was BrigancC 51- Again, an- examina-
tion of the journals, and-tekts Illustrate this point 52
Yet, some focus on methods -Which they _consider philo-
sophically -and morally unsound. -Minnick and Hainan
are excellent examples of this trend-.53 -Nevertheless,
it is difficult to classify them as -being influenced
by one or another of -the classical schoola of thought.
The above treatment is by no means exhaustive_ of the
material written that illustrate:how classical moral =-
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and philosophical positions have affected-modern
rhetorical theory.- It was given to suggest that the
moral and philosophic controversies have reappeared.
The-author will not suggest whatposition'thatond
should adopt. -What heVill-suggest inthat the-modern
rhetorician:study:thesecontroversial positions -care-
fully so:that-he_may=decidewhat approach he should=
take--to speech training,andicriticism.

_-----:In-Animmaryi_A vhenthetre1ationshiamongthetotid,
philoadphy andinidialitytenteredl-around issues:deVel-
oped-bythe-philOSOphersiand-thetoricians_iin -classical

They-nindlUdet-rj1)--WhatiSthepurOoselif==-
rhetorical-T=trainingnand-itriticism?-=_-In-it_to-ladhieve

results-search-forAnoWledgetO-make-matirmore-toral;
or-to_prepare civic- -duty -in a
democracy/- Should there by- a combinatian_of_the -above
aileL (2) What are _allowable-niethodsof persuasion?

This--inVolved-not-onlyevaluation:,oVspecifiC_tech-_
niquesf but-more importantly,__depends-on=Wfat-answer
one gives -to the above question one.- (3) Finally;_
a-question- in-episimology_-ntededransWertna. Should
one rely on arguments to-persuade WhiCh-are probable
or should-they be universal or necessary?-

Mr. Holton (Ph.D., Bowling Green University, 1970)
is Assistant Professor. of Speech, Western Illinois
University, Macomb, Illinois.
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"FITNESS OF RESPONSE" IN BITZER'S

CONCEPT OF RHETORICAL DthCOURSEi

Felt redent contributions :to- "the-searth for _a

new _rhetoric" flitvei aroused _-:ther: liVelyi= Widespread
interest that_:Lloyd-_-Bitzer'sl "The- Rhetoricel-=Sittia-
tion" is-easy--td=s-see whyi

place,-_-_Bitzer -in -his original- article -took on a-rare
_

and-difficult--_task 7.7-the-±_forriulation =of=-a =new_izenetal
-theory rhetorid-,_=Applicable:toall_otal:anUtirItten
discouree,_ An1=contrast-fto -the' many==special theories
now proposed-_-forca_Rhetorici-of -Agitationr:and-=ControL-
of Civil =Rights, of Black Power;- of Warm_ongering, and
even of Detecraticin.2:

Furthermore,'Bitzer =grounds- this, formulation on
non-A_tistOtelianpretites. In drawing attention to
this aspect- of-Bitzer ts theory, I _do not-wish to
suggest-_that it -is_ anti-Aristotelian in -scope or in-
tent. But the fact _that Bitzer's theory-= appears, or
can be made to _appear, quite consistent with Aristo-
telian percepts is_ not its primary distinttion. -On
the contrary, Bitzer's theory is distinguished pri-
marily by_ the- fact that it takes a- different starting-
point from Aristotle's. It discusses rhetorical acti-
vity by means of atsumptions and concepts not espe-
cially indebted- to Aristotle's.3 It reaches con-
clusions about the meaning and value of rhetoric not
limited by Aristotle's. No major theorist, claims
Bitzer, not even Aristotle, -"has treated rhetorical
situation thoroughly as a distinct subject in rhe-
torical theory; many ignore it."4 Now the need which
this claim implies is the basis for Bitzer's theory.
This is distinction enough for any _theory, especially
when we consider the history.of rhetoric as a tradi-
tional art--and, to a great extent, as an art of tra-
dition-. But when we consider along with it the
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current concern about an alleged "Neo-Aristotelianism"

dominating our rhetorical criticism,5 it is obvious
why this aspect of Bitzer's theory cannot help but
provoke various reaction.

Finally, though Bitzer never states it explicit-
ly, another purpose of his theory seems clear. It
attempts to give us a new rationale for criticism--a

new set'of viable concepts which we can use not only
in interpreting but in evaluating any instance of rhe-
torical discourse. Bitzer does not, indeed, promise
but only suggests that his theory will do this.6
Nevertheless, if, as Herbert W. Simons claims, "There
can be no criticism without standards, no fruitful
analysis or understanding of human interaction with-
out acceptable conceptual underpinnings,"7 then this
is clearly an important ,task for any nw rhetorical
theory to undertake.

Surely these are ambitious purposes. Yet it
remains an open question whether Bitzer's theory does
not raise as many problems as it tries to solve. One
such problem, which this paper will investigate,
underlies Bitzer's concept of rhetorical discourse.
Now, as I interpret Bitzer's theory, it stands or
falls with the acceptance or rejection of'this con-
cept. Therefore L!4-will begin with a brief restate-
ment of the theory, then go on to identify the prob-
lem, show why it is important, and suggest a possible
solution. I am encouraged to take this last step
(call it, if you will, an exercise in postcritical
speculation) by Bitzer's assurance, early in the arti-
cle, that he does not regard his theory as completely
developed. He intends, he says, "in what follows to
set forth part of a theory of situation":

This essay,- therefore, should be understood
as an attempt to revive the notion of rhe-
torical situation, to provide at least the
outline of an adequate conception of it,
and to establish it as a controlling and
fundamental concern of rhetorical theory.0
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Bitzer's theory may be summarized as follows. Before
any rhetorical discourse is created and presented, a
rhetorical situation must exist. This situation is
not a-critical scheme or theoretical construct. It
does not have to be imposed like a cookie cutter onto
our experiences of completed rhetorical acts. We can
infer it directly, while those acts are in process, as
a complex interplay of exigence, audience, and con-
straints. These' three_ constituents, say Bitzer, "com-
prise everything relevant in a rhetorical situation,"

. although '"When the orator, Livited by situation, en-
ters it and creates and presents discourse, then both
he and his speech are additional constitutents."9
Exigence stands for any imperfection (need or want)
marked by urgency and modifiable by discourse. Audi-
ence stands for the intended receivers of the dis-
course, capable of being influenced by it to modify
the imperfection. Constraints stands for the set of
physical and psychological conditions which define
or "constrain" the field of decision and action.

According to Bitzer, then, we do not have rhe-
torical discourse until we have a rhetorical situa-
tion. We should not "assume that a rhetorical address
gives existence to the situation; on the contrary,
it is the situation which calls the discourse into
existence."1° We may, however, have nonrhetorical
discourse--that is, verbal constructs not called into
existence by a rhetorical situation. These, contends
Bitzer, may even "exhibit forwi features which we
consider rhetorical--such as ethical and emotional,
appeals, and stylistic patterns. . .yet all remain
unrhetorical unless, through the oddest of circum-
stanceq4 one of them by chance should fit a situa-
tion.""

Bitzer does not further explain or illustrate
these odd circumstances, nor how they allow nonrhe-
torical discourse to "fit a situation." Instead, he
maintains that the reason why "The presence of rhe-
torical discourse obviously indicates the presence of
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a rhetorical situation"12 is that such a situation
"invites a fitting response, a response that fits
the situation. , .(and) meets the requirements es-
tablished by the situation."13 Therefore, just as
"the existence of a rhetorical address is a reliable
sign of the existence-of situation,"14so'the quality
"fitness of response" is a reliable sign that the
address or discourse is truly rhetorical,

This line of reasoning-a traditional-rhetorician
would call an argument from sign. Already we can see
how it involves the theory-in serious conceptual dif-
ficulties: These we shall shortly discuss. For now
let us note that this line of-reasoning allows Bitzer
to define discourse ad rhetorical "insofar as it
functions (or seeks to function) as a fitting response
to a situation Which needt-and invites it."15

II

But how do we know when a situation is truly
rhetorical? According to-Bitzer, We do not have a
rhetorical situation without a rhetorical exigence.
But just as there are nonrhetorical discourses and
nonrhetorical situations, so there are nonrhitorical
exigences--imperfections which can.ot be modified at
all (Bitzer cites death, winter, and some natural
disasters) or which "can be modified only by means
other than discourse."16 Bitzer admits that rhe-
torical practitioners often "encounter exigences which
defy easy classification because of the absence of
information enabling precise analysis and certain
judgment--they may or may not be rhetorical."17 He
cites the example of an attorney who elects to appeal
the verdict on a client "because. the exigence might
be rhetorical." But he also insists that "In any
rhetorical situation there will beat least one-
controlling exigence which functions as the organizing
principle: it specifies the audience to be addressed
and the change to be effected."1A

When Bitzer admits, however, that even this "con-
trolling" exigence may be perceived clearly or un-
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important or trivial, completely or barely modifiable
by discourse, and familiar or totally new, then the
conceptual difficulties in his theory become apparent.
A theory which requires its users to discriminate
carefully and continually between rhetorical and non-
rhetorical discourses, situations, and exigences runs'
the risk of being not only misunderstood and misap-
plied; it may never be applied at all.

Some of these difficulties, however, are also
methodological. They vitiate the usefulness of
Bitzer's theory as a rationale for rhetorical criti-
cism. Two of these need speCial comment at this
point so that we may refer to them later.

Note, first, that within the context of Bitzer's
theory it is always possible to argue that any rhe-
torical exigence which did not produce rhetorical dis-
course was not truly rhetorical in the first place.

As an instance of this, considet the following:
A community welfare group in a small town decides to

prepare and distribute a "fact-sheet" on the dental

effects of fluoridated water. No zu or con argu-

ments on fluoridation are presented.- No appeals for
funds, voter spport, or legislative change are made.
In short, there is no "Action Step"; the "fact-sheet"
is just that--pure, unsolicited information. Further-

more, there is no discernible public response to the
"fact-sheet." 'do letters to the editor or articles
on fluoridation appear in the newspaper. No discus-

sion of fluoridation take place in meetings of the
City Hall, the Chamber of Commerce, or the various
service clubs. No comments on the "fact-sheet" are
made publicly by dentists.- Moreover, the community
welfare group decides not to do a follow-up survey.
Thus, as regards any kind of public discourse the
existence of the "fact-sheet" is completely unacknowl-
edged.

Question: Can we establish in this instance,

through the scope of interpretation allowed by
Bitzer's theory, that the original exigence (i.e.,
the need presumably felt by the community welfare
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group in producing the "fact-sheet") was truly rhe-
torical? .

Answer: No--at least not on the basis of the
situation as described. We are forced to conclude,
on the strict interpretation of Bitzer's theory, that
the original exigence was nonrhetorical. Bitzer's
theory, however, allows that the situation may become
rhetorical or be re-interpreted as rhetorical if,
later, a "rhetorical discourse comes into existence
as a response to (it), in the same sense that an
answer comes into existence in response to a question,
or a solution in response to a problem."19 But the
instance just adduced points up a major methodological
difficulty in Bitzer's theory as it now stands.

Similarly, within the context of Bitzer's theory
it is impossible to argue conclusively that any exi-
gence ("controlling" or otherwise) which did produce
some kind of discourse ("fitting" or otherwise) was
really nonrhetorical.

As an instance of this, consider the following:
In the same small town already described, the news-
paper staff experiences a "slow" day. The editor
assigns a reporter to "dig up a story" by walking
around the town. Several hours later the reporter
returns with the information that he has counted no
less than sixteen barber poles in town. This informa-
tion is duly included as "filler" in the, next issue
of the paper. It has three discernible results.
First, it prompts a lumber of letters to the editor,
expressing astonishment and civic pride that a town
so small can support sixteen barbers. Secondly, a
student protest group forms and demonstrates before
the barber shops, claiming that they constitute a
monopoly working against "independent business enter-
prise"--i.e., the "student barbers" in the campus
dormitories. Finally, after much discussion in the
City Hall the mayor appoints a committee to investi-.
gate the charges of monopoly, unfair trade practices,
and unjustifiable boycott. In short, the situation
produces several instances of discourse, attributed
by some townspeople to the editor's "slow day" assign-

1
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ment.

Question: Can we establish conclusively in this
instance, through the scope of interpretation allowed
by Bitzer's theory, that the original exigence (i.e.,
the editor's need for a story) was really nonrhetori-
cal.

Answer: No--because, whether intended or not, it
did produce instances of discourse. These can all be
referred to a "complex of persomi, objects, events
and relations" which, says Bitzer, "are objective and
publicly observable historic facts in the world we
experience, (and) therefore available for scrutiny by
an observer or critic who attends to them."20 Thus
the situation is what Bitzer calls "real or genuine...
grounded in history, "21 and can be interpreted as a
rhetorical situation likely to produce rhetorical dis-
course. We are forced to conclude, then, on a strict
interpretation of Bitzer's theory, that the original
exigence,-however seemingly trivial or accidental or
ridiculous, was really rhetorical. At least we have
no way, on such an interpretation, of preventing the
discourse from being judged "fitting" and therefore
rhetorical. So this instance, too, points up a major
methodological difficulty in Bitzer's theory.

Both of my instances, of course, are facetious.
The difficulties they illustrate, however, are signi-
ficant. These difficulties point to another, more
fundamental difficulty in Bitzer's theory. They
derive from a single postulate, an assumption which
Bitzer makes--indeed, must make in order to complete
his account of exigences--and which he asks us to
accept without proof. Bitzer nowhere formulates this
postulate explicitly, though he implies it throughout.
Thus the statement of the postulate, which_follows, is
mine--not his.

Stated concisely, the postulat- 's: nonproduc-
tive rhetorical exigences exist. By nonproductive I
mean, in Bitzer's words, exigences which did not pro-
duce "Rhetorical discourse. . .called into existence
by situation."22 Bitzer's postulate requires us to
assume that some nonproductive exigences are truly
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rhetorical despite the fact that they did not "give
birth to rhetorical utterances."23 If we accept this
postulate in order to apply the theory, we run head-
on into the difficulty of determining which nonpro-
ductive exigences are rhetorical. Bitzer attempts to
forestall this difficulty by appealing, once again,
to the quality "fitness of response." He makes this
appeal by stating an explanatory hypothesis--the
hypothesis of the "propitious moment":

Every rhetorical situation in principle
evolves to a propitious moment for the
fitting rhetorical response. After this
moment, most situations decay; we all
have the experience of creating a rhetori-
cal response when it is too late to make
it public.24

Now this hypothesis, put forth as explanatory,
itself requires explanation. For Bitzer's statement
of it raises a number of serious objections, semantic
and substantive. I will limit discussion of these
to four that seem to me the most important.

To begin with, what does the modifier "in prin-
ciple" mean in this context? I suggest it means only
that, according to Bitzer, we ought to assume such
"evolution" and "decay" of rhetorical situations is
always going on, whether we perceive it or not. Given
the ambiguous character of exigences as Bitzer has
shown it, this assumption is plausible. But is it
any more plausible than the assumption, say, that
"every golf tournament evolves to a propitious moment
for the fitting drive or putt"?

Secondly, we must ask in this context: "propi-
tious moment" for whom? For the rhetor--the producer
of "the fitting response"? Or for the audience--the
intended receivers of the response? Or for both?
And if for both, is it not reasonable to expect Bitzer
to develop his concept of rhetorical discourse expli-
citly in terms of two standpoints--that of the rhetor
and that of the audience? I do not mean these ques-
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the audience is an essential, relevant "constituent"
of the rhetorical situation in ways that "the orator"
(or, more generally, the rhetor) and his discourse
are not.25 But I would like to see Bitzer develop
the relation of the audience standpoint to the other
"constituents" of exigence and constraints with at
least as much richness of detail as he has developed
the relation of the rhetor's standpoint. As his
theory is now formWated, it suffers from an over-
emphasis on what David Berlo, Herbert W. Simons,
Lawrence Rosenfield and others have called a "source
of orientation."26 This is nowhere more clearly seen
than in Bitzer's treatment of the quality "fitness of
response." He deals with it almost exclusively in
terms of the rhetor's perception of what is "fitting."

But, to use Bitzer's example, recall the assassi-
nation of President Kennedy. Is it not likely that
many of our responses at the time, like those later
for Martin Luther King, Jr. and Senator Robert Kennedy,
were not "rhetorical" or "creative" at all? Were
they not, in all probability, vents for a variety of
emotions we were feeling? They may have run a gamut
from astonishment through outrage and anxiety to com-
passion and religious resignation. They may have
been completely nonverbal. Or they may have been inade-
quately verbal, even inarticulate. But surely they
were essentially private reactions, not intended for
a specific audience.- Bitzer concedes as much when
he says that "there came into existence countless
eulogies to John F. Kennedy that never reached a pub-
lic; They were filed, entered in diaries, or created
in thought."27 But Bitzer misses the point here.
These "eulogies," whether expressed or unexpressed,
hardly qualify as experiences "of creating a rhetori-
cal response." On the contrary, if such reactions
qualified us for anything, it was probably to receive,
not to create, fitting rhetorical responses; for in
sharing them, we composed a receptive audience with
"expectations. . .keyed to a tragic historic fact."28

Finally, what about the problem* faced by a
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rhetorical critic in determining the "propitious
moment" for nonproductive rhetorical exigence? How
can he fix the propitious or fitting moment for re-
sponses but which somehow did not? Without discourse,
as we have seen, there is no guide, no reliable sign,
within the context of Bitzer's theory for determining
if either a situation or the exigence which defines
it is truly rhetorical. Without discourse, there
is no way to distinguish a rhetorical audience (per-
sons "capable of serving as mediator(s) of the change
which the discourse functions to produce") from a
scientific audience ("persons capable of receiving
knowledge") or a poetic audience ("persons capable
of participating in aesthetic experiences induced by
the poetry").29

Thus Bitzer's posrulate that nonproductive rhe-
torical exigences exist is another anomaly of his
theory. Such a conceptual byproduct of his generally
useful, insightful analysis of "rhetorical situation"
has and can have only a vague, shadowy, fugitive
existence. It not only performs no critiRA1 function;
it is an obstacle to practical criticism." A
critic's notion of how an exigence which failed to
produce responses can nevertheless be considered rhe-
torical must be, alas, remarkably like Bishop
Berkeley's notion of how the table continues to exist
in a room when no one is perceiving it.

III

Why these anomalies? They may be explained, if
not resolved when we notice that in Bitzer's theory
the. conceptual, dePendency runs one way and the method-
ological dependency another. Suppose,. in other words,
we interpret the theory according to the way that
Bitzer develops and supports his concepts. Then we
will take the existence of rhetorical discourse as
depending on the presence of a rhetorical situation- -
or, more accurately, on the presence of a "controlling"
rhetorical exigence which prescribes the audience and
constraints within the situation. We will, in short,
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interpret a discourse as rhetorical (rather than
poetic, scientific, or some other type) insofar as
it depends on and, in most cases, derives from that
specific interplay of exigence, audience, and con-
straints identifiable as a rhetorical situation.

This seems, for the moment, a plausible inter-
pretation. Then we remember that the only reliable
sign of the existence of a rhetorical situation is
the presence of a rhetorical discourse--or, more
accurately, on the presence within that discourse of
a quality, "fitness of response," which marks it as
rhetorical and indicates the nature of the exigence
it is responding to as rhetorical. To apply Bitzer's
theory as a rationale for criticism, then, we must
begin with whit is basic to it methodologically rather
than conceptually: a discourse presumed to be rhe-
torical, implying (though not conclusively estab-
lishing) a rhetorical exigence.

Why is,all this important? What difference does
it make in our understanding and possible application
of Bitzer's concept of rhetorical discourse? I

suggest that it is important, and does make a dif-
ference, -because it discloses a major contradictiOn
in Bitzer's theory. At some points in Bitzer's
theory as it now stands, his discussion of the quality

- "fitness of response" sounds descriptive, suggesting
that it functions as a defining quality of aut rhe-
torical discourse. . At other points, however, his
discussion sounds normative, suggesting that "fitness
of response" functions as a standard or norm for
effective rhetorical discourse..

We can now see why this happens. Suppose you
start with an exigence as the primary datum or "giv-
en." Then you face the problem of determining whether
it is rhetorical--whether it interacts or can interact
as part of a rhetorical situation. If discourse
follows the exigence, and refers to it, you can treat
the discourse as produced by it and therefore as a
"fitting response" to it. In this way you can stipu-
late both the discourse and the exigence as rhetorical.
But.this seems, at best, a questionable procedure. If
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on the other hand, no discourse follows the exigence,
you still face the original problem--is the exigence
truly rhetorical?--plus two others: (1) why did
this exigence fail to produce discourse? and (2) what
kind of discourse would constitute a "fitting response"
to this exigence? Because of these problems, and
others which I have shown to be related to them, I
recommend that any critic planning to apply Bitzer's
theory start with discourse, not an exigence, as the
primary datum.

Even with this pragmatic reversal of starting-
points, however, Bitzer's theory raises other problems
of interpretation and application. Within the limits
of this paper I can do no more than suggest a-few of
these. They concern further ambiguities involved in
Bitzer's notion of the discourse as a fitting response.
Bitzer is well aware of these ambiguities. He at-
tempts to reduce them by offering us, as we have seen,
the double- analogy -that "rhetorical discourse comes
into existence in response to a question, or a solu-
tion in response to a problem."31 But the sense is
not the same--or at least not similar enough to make
the quality "fitness of response" immediately intel-
ligible.

To see the inadequacy of the question-answer
analogy, let us consider two examples. Suppose you
ask me "When did Caesar cross the Rubicon?" and I
answer "Between Washington and California." Now, in
one sense (the informational) my response is obviously
inappropriate. Yet in another (the grammatical) my
response is "fitting" since it is an answer to a
question. Of course, it is the wrong answer to your
question, but the right answer to a question you did
not ask--probably "Where is the state of Oregon lo-
cated?" Again, suppose you ask me "When did Caesar
cross the Rubicon?" and this time I answer "94 B.C."
This, too, is a "fitting" response, though it is the
wrong answer to your question since (as you inform
me) the generally accepted date for Caesar's crossing
is 49 B.C. Yet you and I can even conceive of circum-
stances where we would consider my second answer not
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only "fitting" but "right"--say, a test-situation in
an elementary history class where approximate dates
or "dating by century" are counted as corrected. Thus
we see how the analogy of question-answer to Bitzer's
situation-discourse breaks down.

The problem-solution analogy does not fare much
better. Granted that "problem" is roughly equivalent
to Bitzer's term "exigence," as his usual synonyms
for it ("need," "want," "lack," "imperfection") readily
show. But the very choice of terms suggests that
Bitzer has.a precise concept in mind. Recall, too,
how Bitzer encourages us to distinguish rhetorical
from nonrhetorical exigences in the analysis of a situ-
ation. Obviously, given the demands of the theory, a
rough semantic equivalent will not do. But, as we
have seen, within the context of Bitzer's theory the
concept exigence--even when qualified as "controlling"- -
is riddled through and through with ambiguities. These
ambiguities, moreover, affect the viability of Bitzer's
rhetorical discourse, which is conceptually dependent
upon it. As an explanatory concept, then, Bitzer's
exigence is no more precise than, sayl the "Need Step"
in Alan Monroe's Motivated Sequence." And as a
critical concept which can be applied in the evaluation
of rhetorical discourse, it is probably less useful.

A more promising analogy is the one that Bitzer
offers early in the article but fails to develop:

A rhetorical work is analogous to a moral
action rather than to a tree. An act is
moral because it is an act performed in a
situation of a certain kind; similarly a
work is rhetorical because it is a response
to a situation of a certain kind.33

How and to what extent is a rhetorical work analo-
gous to a moral action? The question, as Bitzer raises
it, is intriguing. Perhaps the attempt to answer it
will lead to a theoretical reconstruction of Bitzer's
treatment of the relationship of rhetorical discourse
to rhetorical situation. If so, and if the reconstruc-
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tion can be supported by sufficient empirical data,
it may rectify at least some of the problems in
Bitzer's original formulation. What follows is not
this hoped-for reconstruction (since I look forward
to Bitzer himself eventually providing it), but rather
an exercise in pure post-critical speculation.

I will-begin by agreeing with Wayne Brockriede's
statement, in an article previously cited, that "con-
temporary practice (of rhetoric) is essentially inter-
active."34 Indeed, I do not know how I can very well
disagree with it in light of the abundant evidence of
two-way attempts at communication surrounding all of
us. When I think of these attempts in terms of
Bitzer's account of rhetorical situation, I conclude
that (1) in most situations, the standpoints of the
rhetor and the intended audience seldom coincide at
the outset; (2) rhetorical activity, considered as
"transaction," "process," "dialogue," "exchange," or
whatever, consists to a great extent in bringing the
rhetor's and audience's standpoints into some sort of
fruitful overlap; and (3) this bringing- into process
involves mediating between the rhetor's and audience's
several senses of-exigence and constraints as they
operate in this particular never-quite-repeated situa-
tion.35

In some way, then, the rhetor seeks-from his Audi-
ence a mandate not only to speak to them (he may have
that already, through constraints operating 'in the
particular situation) but to become a spokesman for
them. He seeks to identify himself not only with the
audience's intersts but with the pursuit and perserva-
tion of its interests. He seeks, in short, a delegated
authority from his audience to act and to be taken as
acting in its behalf.. Furthermore, he seeks that
authority from his audience because, in any genuine
rhetorical situction, it resides there; it is a power
which his audience can grant, withhold, or rescind;
and his audience can do these things with it under the
stress of great emotion, or in an attitude of calm
deliberation, or with a sense of reluctance, anxiety,
exhilaration, or despair..
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In some way, too, the audience in any genuine
rhetorical situation knows it has this power. It
may be unable or unwilling to act directly in its own
behalf, because of its own operating constraints, but
it has the power--in however inchoate and dispersive

a form--to delegate authority for action to the rhetor.
This power, when generated in -a rhetorical situation,
for rhetorical purposes, 5.4 what I call a rhetorical
sanction. It exists in the audience; it manifests
itself within the rhetorical situation, through the
audience's sense of the compelling exigence as adjusted
to the prevailing constraints; and it is sought by the
rhetor through his discourse.

Sanctions are, of course, of various kinds--pri-
marily, legal, ethical, political, and religious.
These need to be studied for analogues to the rhetori-
cal sanction. Furthermore, the notion of sanctions
in general and of rhetorical sanctions in particular
suggests some ways in which a rhetorical discourse is,
in Bitzer's words, "analogous to a moral action."
Like a moral action, a rhetorical discourse involves
elements of motivation, obligation to others, and
successful or "satisfactory" performance. These ele-
ments are taken into account in a formal definition of
Sanction contributed by the philosopher William
Frankena to the Dictionary of Philosophy:

A sanction is anything which-serves to
move (and, in this sense, to oblige) a
man to observe or to refrain from a given
mode of conduct, and hence, on a hedonistic
theory, any source of pleasure or pain.36

Inspection of this definition suggests further
ways in which the notion of rhetorical sanction could
clarify Bitzer's account of the relationship of dis-
course to situation. Rhetorical discourses should
be viewed from two standpoints--the rhetor's and the
audience's. From the standpoint of the rhetor, the
entire discourse -is a strategy of accomodation which
may or may not "fit" its sense of the exigence.
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The notion of rhetorical sanction can also-
clarify what we have seen as the descriptive-normative
ambiguity of the quality "fitness of response" in
Bitzer's concept of rhetorical discourse. We can say
that a response is fitting ("adequate," "appropriate,"
"satisfactory") if it reaches its intended audience,
through adjustment to the prevailing constraints, and
causes the audience to identify with the rhetor's
sense of exigence. But if we can show that through
such "identification" the audience acknowledge the
rhetor's sanction in working to remedy-the exi=ance,
then we can-say that the response was also effective.

In conclusion, I would suggest developing-this
notion of rhetOrical sanction as one way in which
Bitzer could revise his concept of rhetorical discourse,
allowing for important differences in perspective
from the standpoints of the rhetnt and the audience.
Such revision could reduce--or better, eliminate en,
tirely--the ambiguities surrounding his concept of
exigence. It might allow also for distinguishing rhe-
torical responses which are fitting from those which,
more than fitting, are effective.

IV

How would Bitzer respond to these criticisms?
Fortunately we need not guess, since he has already
responded publicly to some of them on a symposium,
"The Rhetorical Situation: Comment and Reply," spon-
sored by the Western Speech Association during its
Portierd Convention in November, 1970. On that occa-
sion, after hearing a shorter version of this critique,
Bitzer commented on what he took to be its main points.
Then I replied to objections he had raised.

Since that time the substance of our remarks has
been extended into the dialogue of argument and
counterargument which follows. It amounts to a reas
sessment, on both sides, of some issues involved in
the acceptance or rejection of Bitzer's theory.- It
does not try to accot-t for al! the issues involved.
Nonetheless, it is presented here for the sake of

-
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philosophic candor--and as part of an ongoing process
of reflective inquiry about rhetoric to which both
Bitzer and I are committed.

Bitzer: Suppose I begin with comments on your summary
of my paper, since it contains some statements or
interpretations which do not quite express my meaning.

Pomeroy: Fair enough.

Bitzer: At the beginning of your summary you say:
"Bitzer's theory may be summarized as follows. Before
any rhetorical discourse is created and presented, a
rhetorical situation must exist." Now I contend that
my paper does not say this. My position is that a
discourse_is rhetorical in relation to--as a response
to--a situation But this does not mean that in every
instance the situation must exist before the message
can be created and presented. Discourse if often
created in anticipation of a situation--when a speaker
needs to be prepared for a situation he thinks will
occur.

Pomeroy: Can you give examples of that?

Bitzer: Of course. Consider a candidate for political
office preparing his acceptance statement days before
the election. Consider, again, a newspaper writer
preparing the obituary of a famous person years before

. his death. So, I do not believe the creation and
presentation of rhetorical discourse must await the
full development of a situation. Still, I agree, it
i6 probably true that most messages we regard as rhe-
torical are created in response to situations that
exist, or are approaching full development, at the
time the speech is uttered.

Pomeroy: That agreement is an important concession,
I think. But let me reply to your earlier statement.
It is true that.the beginning summary-sentence is not
quoted verbatim from your paper. Nonetheless, it
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expresses accurately, I believe, your main line of
argument. You do assert that most discourses we
regard as rhetorical are created in response to situ-
ations that exist, fully or in part, at the time the
speech is uttered. In fact, you just reasserted it.
You also assert that other discourses which we may not
regard as rhetorical can only become rhetorical in
relation to--as responses to--a rhetorical situation.
Now, if these assertions refer to the fact that in
your theory the situation makes the discourse rhetori-
cal, and not the other way around, then you and I
agree on your theoretical position here.

Bitzer: Good! But now I'd like to comment on a
reference in your summary to the "odd circumstances"
by which a nonrhetorical work might become rhetorical
You say: "We may, however, have nonrhetorical dis-
course--that is, verbal constructs not called into
existence by a rhetorical situation. These, contends
Bitzer, may even 'exhibit formal features which we
consider rhetorical--such as ethical and emotional
appeals, and stylistic patterns. . .yet all remain-
unrhetorical unless, through the oddest circumstances,
one of them by chance should fita situation.' Bitzer
does not further explain or illustrate these odd cir-
cumstances, nor how they allow nonrhetorical discourse
to 'fit a situation'."

Pomeroy: How would you clarify the reference?

Bitzer: I would point to the example used in my pa-
per: the person who spends his time writing eulogies
of persons who never existed. His speeches are non-
rhetorical. Though they have all the marks of a real
eulogy, they are fictive--they are not in relation to
a situation. One of his fictive eulogies would become
rhetorical if, by chance, it were later seen to fit a
real person--that is, if, by chance, it came into
fitting relation with a real situation. Similarly,
consider the speech of a character in a novel, or an
entry in Lincoln's diary, or conversation overheard
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in the hallway. Any of these might become rhetorical
for someone if he is in a situation for which it
counts as a fitting response.

Pomeroy: Well, my reply here is covered partly by
the first reply. In other words, I agree that your
theory-allows for discourse becoming rhetorical when
it relates to a-genuine rhetorical situation. My
puzzlement, and thus the point in dispute, arises over
the nature of that relation. It seemed, and still
seems, to me that your example--the eulogist of fic-
tive person--explains nothing. But my concern here
is with something more significant than any of your
examples explain.

Bitzer: What is that?

Pomeroy: It arises over your phrase "by chance," used
once in your original statement and twice in your
comments. I am concerned with the importation of
Chance into your account of "rhetorical situation,"
which up to that point stressed not only exigence,
audience, and constraints as "relevant constituents,"
but further specified that a "controlling exigence"
almost defines any given rhetorical situation. How,
then, can Chance play a part in your theory? Appar-
ently under certain conditions it can even become a
determining factor. But if we allow Chance in the
theory because we seem to find it in our experience,
doesn't this weaken your account of the quality "fit-
ness of response"? We have seen that account to be
crucial to the acceptance of your concept of rhetori-
cal discourse. But once Chance is admitted as a
determining factor, "fitness" deteriorates into mere
"appropriateness." This forces your theory into
maintaining that nonrhetorical discourse becomes rhe-
torical insofar as it is somehow regarded as "appro-
priate" to a rhetorical situation. Pardon the pun,
but "appropriate," in this context, does not somehow
seem "fitting."
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Bitzer: Apology-accepted--reluctantly. Well, perhaps
we cannot resolve that point here. But let's move on.
You level a major criticism, I admit, when you raise
the question, How do we know when a situation is truly
rhetorical? You point out what I have already con-
ceded--that some situations are real, others unreal or
sophistic, some exigences clear, others unclear, some
strong, others weak, some important, others trivial,
some completely modifiable by discourse, others barely
modifiable, and so on. Then you comment: "A theory
which requires its users to discriminate carefully and
continually between rhetorical and nonrhetorical dis-
courses, situations, and exigences runs the risk of
being not only misunderstood and misapplied; it may
never be applied at all." Now I do not take this to
be a devastating criticism if by a "user" you mean a
rhetorician or a critic.

Pomeroy: Why not?

Bitzer: Well, it seems obvious to me that the theorist
and the critic must examine rhetorical situations with
great care. If so, their examinations will require
concepts and distinctions of the sort mentioned. For
example, if a rhetorical critic examines Senator Mus-
kie's election night campaign speech, he must under-
stand it in relation to the situation which called it
forth. I maintain that we cannot understand'the
speech's arguments and import unless we see it as a
response to the earlier Nixon speeches and other ele-
ments in the situation. Fuither, it seems likely that
the critic would want to determine whether or not the
situation Muskie perceived could have been modified
by his message, whether the exigences Muskie perceived
were real or sophistic, and so on.

Pomeroy: That's an impressive example.

Bitzer: Here's another. I have heard some critics of
Nixon!s campaign oratory say that the exigences he
sought to dramatize to the public were sophistic--unreal,
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contrived. So, I believe that the concepts and dis-
tinctions which you presumably find burdensome are
needed - -and are really employed by us in our serious
criticism. On the other hand, if by "users" you mean
practitioners--orators of all sorts--then no doubt
these concepts and distinctions would not be systemati-
cally applied. I do not think this a hazard, however,
since I believe that very few speakers base their prac-
tice on theory.

Pomeroy: I will reply in a moment to the semantic
point. But first let me say that I don't agree that
very few speakers base their practice on theory. On
the contrary, I thihk that many do--only it is usually
on what you and I would probably call "bad" theory:
some inadequately examined or superficial notion,
picked up somewhere, on what is intrinsically "persua-
sive," "inspiring," "informative," or "entertaining,"
without regard to the constraints of the situation or
the expectations of the audience. Isn't it, in fact,
the inept and amateur speakers that seem the most
theory-ridden--the most dominated by preconceptions of
"what to say" and "how to say it"? Professionals are
much less beguiled by theory,and much more critical
of the theories they do accept, since they can rely
on the resources of their experience--including the
experience of criticism. But that's by the way.
Suppose I return to the semantic point.

Bitzer: By all means.

Pomeroy: By a "user" I do mean primarily rhetorician
(whether theorist or critic) but also a historian of
rhetoric, a political scientist, a practitioner--in
fact, anyone who could conceivably find a rhetorical
theory useful. But the real point is not Who,could
use it? but How useful would it be? That is why I do
net find your concepts and distinctions "burdensome,"
as you suggest.

Bitzer: I'm glad to hear it.
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Pomeroy: Instead, I find them in some ways ambiguous,
contradictory, and inconsistent. I have no doubt that
parts of your theory as it now stands are certainly
useful, if other parts are neglected or substituted
for. But, after all, it is the theory as a whole- -
what Aristotle would call a synolon--which solicits
out acceptance and application. And for the practical
critic of rhetoric, two values of an acceptable theory
are coherence and intelligibility. Thus I find myself
reluctant to reject your theory entirely, because of
its keen and often novel insights into the nature of a
rhetorical situation. Yet I cannot accept the theory
entirely as it now stands, because it glosses over
difficulties that it*raises and, I think, is obliged
to deal with.

Bitzer: Perhaps some of these will clear up as we
continue. You level a second major criticism in
calling attention to methodological problems. You
say: "Within the context of Bitzer's theory it is
always possible to argue that any rhetorical exigence
which did not produce rhetorical discourse was not
truly rhetorical in the fiist place . But is-impossi-
ble to argue conclusively that any exigence. . .which
gist produce some kind of discourse. . .was really non-
rhetorical." You also assert that in my theory the
conceptual dependency runs one way and the methodolog-
ical dependency' another. You then comment: "We remem-
ber that the only reliable sign of the existence of a
rhetorical situation is the presence of a rhetorical
discourse."

Pomeroy: Yes, with the emphasis on "reliable."

Bitzer: Well, this last statement, I think, is the
source of confusion giving rise to the alleged diffi-
culties. I wish, therefore, to say clearly that I
do not believe and did not say in the paper that the
only reliable sign of the existence of a rhetorical
situation is the presence of a rhetorical discourse.
I did point out that frequently situations come into

af
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existence, then atrophy, without discourse having been
created in response to them. All of us have experi-
enced this. We have failed to speak when we thought
we should; later, perhaps, we created in private:
thoUght the speech we should have uttered in the situa-
tion. With phis point understood, I think the force
of your objection is lost. Clearly, there are some
situations which did not generate rhetorical discourse.
Would you like examples?

Pomeroy: Of course!

Bitzer: In countless towns and cities, early in this
century, people and industries were polluting the
streams and air. There were exigences, audiences, and
constraints. But in many of these places no one
responded rhetorically. It is clear also that some
nonrhetorical exigences and situations have generated
discourse which people erroneously thought was rhetori-
cal. They thought they were in rhetorical situations
but they were not. Recall, for example, that men for
thousands of years asked the sun, wind, moon, or some
other object to provide rain, fertility, and other

`favors. They thought the situation genuine but it was
spurious. In contemporary life, too, there are speak-
ers responding to situations which are unreal.

Pomeroy: The critical issue here is indeed "major," if
by "major" you mean a significant ground for accepting
or rejecting the theory as a rationale for criticism.
Furthermore, I think you see the issue and concede its
force, but cannot resolve it without extensive revision
of the theory. Again, your examples are impressive.
They indicate the intended scope of your theory. They
also clarify, to some extent, the differences you find
between rhetorical and.nonrhetorical discourse.

Bitzer: Thank you.

Pomeroy: But while it is true that your paper does not
say, in so many words, that the only reliable sign of
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a rhetorical situation is the presence of a rhetorical
discourse, that proposition is entailed by your main
line of argument. This is especially apparent in
your account of the relation of exigence to discourse.
It may well be an unintended implication of your argu-
ment. But the effect of this proposition, whether
stated or implied, can be felt by a critically per-
ceptive reader and could be a stumbling-block to the
practical critic. That was why I brought out the
hypothetical examples of the fluoridated water "fact-
sheet" and the barber pole newspaper story. That was
also why I analyzed your hypothesis concerning "the
propitious moment."

Bitzer: Can you explain further why you consider this
proposition "a significant- ground for accepting or
rejecting the theory as a rationale for criticism?

Pomeroy: Yes. You claim that there must be some
rhetorical situations which did not generate rhetori-
cal discourse. Possibly so. But without discourse
we cannot now know reliably that the situations were
really rhetorical at that time, We can, of course,
conjecture that they were or argue that they should
have been rhetorical, with "controlling exigences"
which should have evoked "fitting responses." But
someone else is equally free to conjecture or to
argue otherwise. Then are we not left with only the
well-known "insight of hindsight" to justify us?

Bitzer: Obviously I have not convinced you. Let me
conclude, then, by responding to another point. You
suggest that I-employ the notion of "effective re-
sponse" in addition to, or instead of, "fitting re-
sponse". There were several reasons, when I wrote
the paper, why I chose not to use the terms "effect"
and "effective". But the main reason was that I
myself find the meaning of "fitting response", or
"fitness of the response to the situation", or the
ways in which situation "prescribes" fitting response,
exceedingly unclear. 'And your criticism of this I
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readily acknowledge. Of course,.a fitting response
is one that is effective--that is, given limitations
imposed by the situation, it does modify the exigence.
But the more precise meaning of "fitting response" can
only be determined in the individual case by examining
the particular situation.

Pomeroy: My suggestion was to use "effective response"
in addition to, not instead of, "fitting response"- -
and for the reasons given. The-most compelling reason,
for me at least, is what I have analyzed as the de-
scriptive-normative ambiguity of "fitting response".
To eliminate this, as well as to develop a double-
standpoint for viewing rhetorical discourse in light
of your "moral action" analogy, I offered a specula-
tive sketch (it is no more than that) which I hope you
will expand-into a finished portrait. For clearly,

4
as my opening discussion indicated, your theory is,
as it now stands, incomplete. Clearly, too, it should a

be completed, not abandoned. For I agree with another
critic of your theory, K.- E.. Wilkerson, that it is
"one of the few nontrivial alternatives to traditional
theory to appear in recent rhetorical literature."37

Mr. Pomeroy (Ph.D., 1960, Stanford University) is
Associate Professor, Department of Rhetoric, Univer-
sity of California, Davis, California.
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